also guarantees that members of state legislatures represent roughly the same number of constituents. See, e.g., Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 568 (1964); Gray v. Sanders, 372 U.S. 368, 382 (1963) (Stewart, J., concurring) ("Within a given constituency, there can be room for but a single constitutional rule-one voter, one vote."); United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299 (1941) .
13. The Nineteenth Amendment provides, in pertinent part: "The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of sex." U.S. CONST. amend. XIX.
14. Gray v. Sanders, 372 U.S. at 379-80. This recent interpretation of the Voting Rights Act is important but, unfortunately, not comprehensive. Under this interpretation, the Act fails to protect adequately the voting rights of black 24 citizens casting ballots in judicial elections, because it has been applied only to prohibit the debasement of minority votes within discrete judicial electoral districts. The Act has not been interpreted to outlaw the disproportionate allotment of elected judges across a state; 25 while the one-person, one-vote doctrine directly addresses this problem, the Court in Wells refused to extend this doctrine to judicial elections. In effect, this loophole permits state election officials bent on disenfranchising blacks to apportion judges so that white citizens are "represented" by more judges than are black citizens. Although this would not dilute the votes of blacks with respect to whites in any one political subdivision-and therefore would not violate the strictures of the Voting Rights Act as currently interpreted-it effectively would reduce the influence of blacks on both judicial elections and state court jurisprudence. In addition, unlike the one-person, one-vote doctrine, the Act does not require that state governments maintain population deviations between judicial districts below specific levels. 2 6 Given these loopholes in voting rights advancements, this Note proposes that courts extend the application of the one-person, one-vote standard to judicial elections when such elections are challenged on grounds of racial (b) A violation of subsection (a) of this section is established if, based on the totality of circumstances, it is shown that the political processes leading to nomination or election in the State or political subdivision are not equally open to participation by members of a class of citizens protected by subsection (a) of this section in that its members have less opportunity than other members of the electorate to participate in the political process ...
See infra Section I(B

U.S.C. § 1973 (1982).
21. Because most state constitutions allow state legislatures to draw independent districts for legislative and judicial elections, the reconstruction of legislative boundaries to comply with § 2 had little effect on judicial boundaries or elections, and claimants were forced to bring separate challenges to judicial districting. See 24. This Note discusses racial discrimination against black voters because violations of both the one-person, one-vote doctrine and the Voting Rights Act have come primarily at the expense of blacks. However, the discriminatory practices outlined in this Note have been used to dilute the votes of other racial and ethnic minorities as well. As such, the proposal offered here should be interpreted to apply to any such group claiming protection. discrimination. 27 Section I will summarize the development of the oneperson, one-vote doctrine and its application to elected judges. Section II will then introduce the practical limitations of this doctrine as applied to racial discrimination cases, address the deficiencies of the Voting Rights Act in remedying potential discrimination, and emphasize the importance of proper judicial apportionment within the context of state court elections. Drawing upon this foundation, Section III will propose the adoption of a close scrutiny standard in one-person, one-vote challenges to judicial elections based upon race. 2 8
Courts recently interpreting the
I. THE ONE-PERSON, ONE-VOTE PRINCIPLE
A. Origins of the Rule: The Decision to Enter the Political Thicket
In 1962, the Supreme Court first entered "the political thicket" 2 of reapportionment by deciding in Baker v. Carr that federal courts were competent to hear equal protection challenges to schemes of apportionment. The following year, the Court extended this holding to the realm of substantive law by striking down a statewide primary system of election that favored ballots cast in rural areas over those cast in urban areas. This case, Gray v. Sanders," 0 constituted a great achievement in the development of voting rights. Justice Douglas, writing for the Court, summarized: "The conception of political equality from the Declaration of Independence, to Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, to the Fifteenth, Seventeenth, and Nineteenth Amendments can mean only one thing-one person, one vote." 3 1
The Court next extended this analysis to federal congressional districts in Wesberry v. Sanders. 2 There, the Court applied Article I, section 2 of the Constitution-providing that representatives be selected "by the People of the several States"-to strike down statutes that created disproportionate electoral districts." 3 "To say that a vote is worth more in one dis-27. Of course, this problem would be resolved if the Court simply abandoned Wells and allowed individuals to bring one-person, one-vote challenges to non-discriminatory judicial districts. See infra note 51. This Note provides analytical support for such an abandonment. See infra Section II(0). However, even under the current legal regime, this Note argues that district courts would not violate the Wells doctrine by applying the one-person, one-vote principle to claims of racial discrimination in judicial elections.
28. One important caveat must be added here. In no way does this Note recommend that each state adopt elections as its method of selecting judicial officers. This Note argues simply that the oneperson, one-vote principle should apply in racial challenges to judicial elections in states that have adopted elections as their method of judicial selection.
29 
B. The Scope of the Rule
With the development of the one-person, one-vote rule, the Court had to determine to which elections the rule applied. At first, the Court extended the rule to both houses of the state legislature in Reynolds and to elected state executive officers in Gray v. Sanders. 4 Plaintiffs attempted to broaden further the application of the rule to other units of government, and sometimes succeeded. One of the first attempts came in Sailors v. Board of Education,"' where Michigan voters challenged the apportionment of members of the county board of education as a violation of the one-person, one-vote principle. The Court rejected this challenge for two reasons. First, the one-person, one-vote rule did not apply because plaintiffs did not challenge the election of local school board officials, but instead challenged the subsequent appointment of county officials. 4 2 Second, the rule did not apply because the offices challenged were "nonlegislative" in nature. 4 In that case, the Court found it irrelevant that council members were elected from disproportionately-sized boroughs because each council member represented the population of the entire city. Hence, the election practice did not violate the one-person, one-vote rule.
Plaintiffs were more successful in Avery v. Midland County," 4 in which the Court applied to local governments the one-person, one-vote rule expounded in Reynolds v. Sims. Justice White, writing for the Court, announced another extension of the rule: "Our decision today is only that the Constitution imposes one ground rule for the development of arrangements of local government: a requirement that units with general governmental powers over an entire geographic area not be apportioned among single-member districts of substantially unequal population." ' 4 5 The fact that the commissioners in Avery were able to make substantive decisions affecting the entire community weighed heavily on the Court's decision to strike down the districting scheme on the one-person, one-vote principle. 4 The scope of this principle was clarified, finally, in Hadley v. Junior College District."' There, the Court surveyed the existing case law on the reach of the rule and concluded that even junior college school districts must apportion representatives evenly. The Court based its holding on the importance and complexity of the governmental powers granted to elected junior college trustees. * " More important, however, was the standard the Court declared to guide future decisions:
[Als a general rule, whenever a state or local government decides to select persons by popular election to perform governmental functions, the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires that each qualified voter must be given an equal opportunity to participate in that election, and when members of an elected body are chosen from separate districts, each district must be established on a basis that will insure, as far as is practicable, that equal numbers of voters can vote for proportionally equal numbers of officials."' This standard currently forms the basis for whether the one-person, onevote standard applies to a specific type of election. 50 
C. The Hadley Standard and Elected Judges
During the development of the Hadley standard, plaintiffs attempted to challenge judicial elections under the one-person, one-vote principle. 52 The plaintiffs alleged that this scheme violated the one-person, one-vote principle. 5 " The court rejected this claim, noting first that the Georgia election practice neither resulted in discrimination among voters nor promoted unequal weighing of votes." More important, however, was the court's second conclusion:
[E]ven assuming some disparity in voting power, the one man-one vote doctrine, applicable as it now is to selection of legislative and excutive [sic] officials, does not extend to the judiciary. Manifestly, judges . . . are not representatives in the same sense as are legislators or the executive. Their function is to administer the law, not to espouse the cause of a particular constituency. 5 "
Stokes served as the progenitor of a line of cases based upon precisely this reasoning. 56 Against this backdrop of unanimity, the Supreme Court heard one equal protection challenge to these judicial elections. In Wells v. Edwards, 517 the district court held that "the concept of one-man, one-vote apportionment does not apply to the judicial branch of the government." ' The Supreme Court summarily affirmed, over a sharp dissent by Justice White, joined by Justices Douglas and Marshall. Justice White charged that the Louisiana constitutional provision under attack led to severe population disparities between districts, 59 and maintained that the Court's line of decisions from Reynolds to Hadley supported the application of the one-person, one-vote principle to judicial elections. Justice White also relied upon the general rule derived from Hadley, which requires that any election for an official performing governmental functions comply with the one-person, one-vote doctrine. 8 0 White argued that the district court's construction of the phrase "persons . . .to perform governmental functions" as limited to "officials who performed legislative or executive type duties" was overly restrictive: "Judges are not private citizens who are sought out by litigious neighbors to pass upon their disputes. They are state officials, vested with state powers and elected (or appointed) to carry out the state government's judicial functions. As such, they most certainly 'perform governmental functions.' "61 The Court has not yet responded to Justice White's analysis, but it is generally understood that apportionment principles do not extend to judicial elections. 6 2
II. THE LIMITATIONS OF APPLYING PRINCIPLES OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION TO THE CURRENT ONE-PERSON, ONE-VOTE
DOCTRINE
After the Court affirmed Wells, lower federal courts deferred to the Supreme Court's explication of the scope of the one-person, one-vote principle. 6 " The courts, however, have interpreted Wells to preclude application of the principle to any state judicial election, despite the Wells Court's concern only with principles of apportionment and not racial discrimination. Indeed, the line of cases discussed earlier" 4 If there is any way of determining the importance of choosing a particular governmental official, we think the decision of the State to select that official by popular vote is a strong enough indication that the choice is an important one. This is so because in our country popular election has traditionally been the method followed when government by the people is most desired. Despite the subsequent elevation of the one-person, one-vote rule to a fundamental right under the Constitution, the force of these early racial discrimination cases should not be disregarded outside the apportionment context. To be sure, the one-person, one-vote principle was extended to apply to non-discrimination, apportionment cases, but its derivation from the Fourteenth Amendment-which "was passed . . . with a special intent to protect the blacks from discrimination against them" 7 '-should not be ignored simply because it was later subsumed within the framework of non-discriminatory apportionment. When the Wells district court, for example, rejected the application of the one-person, one-vote rule to judicial elections, it relied upon principles of apportionment without contemporaneously considering racial discrimination. It is precisely when racial discrimination is at issue, however, that Wells-concerned only with issues of apportionment-need not apply.
61.
The recognized the distinction between racial discrimination and apportionment, but refused to consider its implications because they were able to decide these cases on statutory grounds." In Mallory, for instance, the court noted that the one-person, one-vote principle enunciated in Reynolds v. Sims concerned "the population of different voting districts, not their racial composition. 1 7 The court then justified its decision to ignore the apportionment cases, noting that the plaintiffs brought a claim under the Voting Rights Act, not under the one-person, one-vote principle.
7 7 Similarly, the Chisom court concluded that the district court's reliance on Wells . . .is nrisplaced as we are not concerned with a complaint seeking reapportionment of judicial districts on the basis of population deviations between districts. Rather, the complaint in the instant case involves claims of racial discrimination resulting in vote dilution under section 2 of the Voting Rights Act .... 71 Each court properly refused to deal with the constitutional issue of oneperson, one-vote, largely because the case could be decided on section 2 grounds. Nonetheless, the relief awarded by courts in response to plaintiffs who successfully rely upon the Voting Rights Act (such as the plaintiffs in Chisom and Mallory) may be illusory if election officials are later able to circumvent the Voting Rights Act by allocating more judges in certain areas without diluting popular votes across the state.
B. The Potential for Malapportionment
There are no pending one-person, one-vote cases that charge state officials with malapportioning judges to circumvent the strictures of the Voting Rights Act. This is not surprising and does not suggest that state officials may not have powerful incentives to act in such a manner in the near future. Until recently, state officials bent on electoral discrimination were not compelled to rely upon the type of malapportionment discussed in this Note, for they could simply define judicial districts in a manner that diluted the votes of black citizens. Two district courts had rejected claims that section 2 of the Voting Rights Act7 9 -prohibiting vote dilution based upon race-protected blacks casting ballots in judicial elections. 80 (1988) . These courts held that Congress's use of the word "representatives" in the recently were these decisions reversed on appeal. 8 1 These reversals now require election officials who seek to undervalue black votes to devise electoral methods that satisfy both the strictures of section 2 and the oneperson, one-vote doctrine. Because of the current limitations on the oneperson, one-vote doctrine, 82 state officials need only apportion state judges disproportionately without altering judicial districts in order to satisfy the strictures of section 2 and to preserve an unbalanced judicial scheme. The votes of blacks in any single district would not be diluted; instead, predominately black areas simply would be assigned fewer judges than predominately white areas. 83 State officials may even justify this apportionment scheme, under the current case law, by claiming that large caseloads (in white areas) demand more judges. 8 4 Nonetheless, substantial disparities between districts should lead courts to consider whether the oneperson, one-vote principle should be applied to judicial elections when racial discrimination is established. 81. Approximately one year ago, the Fifth Circuit concluded in Chisom that, since elected judges are "candidates for public or party office" and are elected by popular vote, as described in the Act, their elections are covered by § 2. 839 F.2d at 1060, 1059. This analysis followed directly from the Senate Report, which emphasized that the right of a qualified voter to cast a ballot in any election is protected from vote dilution under the newly adopted results test. SENATE REPORT, supra note 19, at 2; 1982 U.S. CODE 85. This is not to suggest that every deviation from the average constitutes discrimination per se. See infra Section III(A). However, states with judicial districts composed of substantially different numbers of citizens-divided along racial lines-should be forced to justify their schemes of apportionment. Such apportionment schemes exist. Indeed, despite the fact that until recently the legality of racial gerrymandering made malapportionment unnecessary, there is evidence suggesting that at least some electoral districts provide more judges in predominantly white areas than in black areas. In 
C. The Importance of Proper Judicial Apportionment and Representation
The significance of this observation-that current antidiscrimination law does not adequately prevent the underrepresentation of blacks in judicial elections-becomes apparent when the roles of state judges are considered. As both the Chisom and Mallory courts recognized, elected judges can be regarded as "representatives" within the meaning of the Voting Rights Act. 8 6 Each court concluded that the representative character of state judges stems from their popular election.
7 However, neither court considered whether state judicial elections make judges more responsive to the actual political beliefs of their constituents. 8 8 Such a consideration becomes crucial when assessing the consequences of malapportionment: If officials are allowed to devalue black votes through apportionment schemes designed to reduce the number of judges in predominantly black districts, black citizens will be less able than white citizens to influence the direction of jurisprudence in their judicial districts. 8 "[I] f the judges seek to apply values which are not just their own, but which are typical of a consensus in society (or perhaps in a relevant section of the community), then the decisions will be authoritative and considered legitimate.").
88. A stark characterization of the relationship between elections and judicial responsiveness was offered by former California Justice Otto Kaus, who, in discussing one case he heard, remarked: "I decided the . . . case the way I saw it . . . . But to this day, I don't know to what extent I was subliminally motivated by the thing you could not forget-that it might do you some good politically to vote one way or the other." L.A. Times, Sept. 28, 1986, § I, at 23, col. 2. West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals Justice Richard Neely also has observed this phenomenon, noting that "the way in which state judges get their jobs has a major impact on the outcome of lawsuits." R. A brief comparison of the federal and state judiciary illustrates the representative qualities possessed by elected state judges seeking to satisfy constituents. On the one hand, the Constitution requires that the President nominate, and the Senate approve, all federal judges, 9 0 and it permits these judges to hold office during time of good behavior. 9 1 Exempt from election, federal judges are not directly accountable to the people. 92 Conversely, the fact that states may adopt appointment, merit selection, 93 or various other election schemes 9 " discredits the notion that state judges are as detached from politics as are their federal counterparts. 9 5 Because powerful incentives to act responsively to their constituents, and therefore, to some degree, to "represent" them. The question addressed by this Note, then, is not whether judges should be elected. Instead, it asks whether state officials should be allowed to apportion judges and reduce the influence of black voters vis-a-vis white voters on state court jurisprudence given a system of elected judges and the consequent representative qualities that these judges possess. These critics challenged the oracular theory of judging, developed in this country largely by Chief Justice Marshall, which held that judges properly "'found' rather than 'made' law ... " G. WHITE, supra note 58, at 47.
93. Merit selection is a process whereby a nominating commission, consisting of members appointed by the governor, supplies a list of qualified nominees from which the governor must make his appointment. In a typical merit selection system, following a judge's appointment by the governor, voters have the option of retaining or rejecting each individual judge when his term expires. P. 1961) (If the power to elect judges were given to the people, "there would be too great a disposition to consult popularity to justify a reliance that nothing would be consulted but the Constitution and the laws.").
judges may be removed from the bench in state elections, Burt Neuborne has posited that "when arguable grounds supporting the majoritarian position exist, state trial judges are far more likely to embrace them than are federal judges." 9 Indeed, elections produce judges who may be more responsive to the concerns of the people than are appointed judges.
97
Of course, the amount of pressure felt by a state court judge in render- According to this study, the sentencing behavior of elected judges is correlated directly to the nature of their communities. This analysis is supported further by the fact that sentencing variations within individual counties are demonstrably smaller than variations across counties. This is not to suggest that only elected judges are sensitive to community pressure. However, elections provide direct incentives for judges to consider community sentiments before deciding prominent cases. Cf A. ing a decision will be influenced directly by the method of judicial election utilized by the individual state. judges elected by partisan election" 8 are most susceptible to direct pressure. 9 9 In states holding a combination of non-partisan selection and retention elections,' 00 and in states with merit retention systems, 0 1 it is much more difficult for voters to cast ballots based upon party ideology.' 0 2 Even in these elections, nonetheless, politics still plays a role in judicial elections, and thereby challenges judicial independence. 0 3
These methods of judicial selection all touch directly upon issues of politics and representation.'" As a result, elected judges must be appor- 99. In states employing a partisan ballot, voters tend to cast ballots along party lines. Adamany & Dubois, supra note 87, at 760; see also P. DUBOIS, supra note 92, at 144 (partisan elections clearly structure voter choices). A survey conducted of states using the partisan ballot indicates that the mean party correlation between gubernatorial and judicial elections is substantial. Id. at 74-75. Furthermore, partisan elections compel judges to rely indirectly on party apparatuses for support. Id. at 148. Party organizers also supply the organization and resources needed to finance a successful campaign. Without these resources, a candidate may lose to a well-heeled opponent; with them, a judicial candidate may carry significant debts, both financial and personal, to the bench. See Applebome, supra note 94 (Texas Supreme Court Justices criticized for accepting campaign contributions from Pennzoil before refusing to hear appeal of $10.53 billion judgment for Pennzoil); see also R. NEELY, supra note 88, at 62 (local plaintiffs, who can vote in state judicial elections, enjoy advantage in state court over out-of-state defendants, who "can't even be relied upon to send a campaign contribution.").
100. BOOK OF STATES, supra note 94. Generally, two variations of the non-partisan election exist: first, the partisan election followed by non-partisan retention elections (mixed system), and second, the non-partisan election followed by non-partisan retention (pure system). In a mixed system, voters are provided with a party label for the initial election but are given no such guidance in subsequent elections. P. DuBois, supra note 92, at 81, 24-25 (1984) .
103. The politics that may be involved in the merit retention system can be illuminated by briefly examining the popular campaign to unseat California Supreme Court Chief Justice Rose Bird in the 1986 California retention election. Perhaps the primary issue leading to Justice Bird's defeat was her record in criminal cases. Critics charged that she had been soft on criminals and had refused to implement the death penalty where warranted. Wold & Culver, supra note 88, at 349-50. The campaign literature used by these critics to remove Justice Bird was highly political. One piece of literature sent to California voters inquired whether "'you want a Supreme Court that will be dominated by the extremist left-wing philosophy of Jerry Brown, Tom Hayden, and Jane Fonda?'" Id. at 350. Pre-election spending resembled an ordinary campaign among senators and representatives: Pro-and anti-Bird forces spent approximately seven and one-half million dollars on the retention election. Id. The merit selection scheme can be quite political in at least one respect: Governors typically nominate to merit selection commissions individuals who share their political philosophies. Consequently, the list of qualified candidates compiled by most commissions tends to resemble any list the governor would create independently.
104. Nagel, supra note 96, at 850: tioned evenly to ensure that they "represent" a valid cross-section of the community. Unlike the federal process, state judges may be forced either to explain their judicial philosophies to the electorate (through their election committees) or to temper their jurisprudence for the next election. Neither response facilitates an independent or detached state judiciary. Both are characteristic of the "governmental functions" performed by elected judges, and both help explain why the one-person, one-vote principle should be extended to judicial elections when, particularly in racial discrimination cases, these elections are challenged.
III. THE PROPOSAL: EXTENDING THE ONE-PERSON, ONE-VOTE
PRINCIPLE TO RACIALLY DISCRIMINATORY APPORTIONMENT SYSTEMS
Refusing to extend the one-person, one-vote principle to elected judges undermines recent advances in antidiscrimination law. The newly amended Voting Rights Act prohibits the dilution of votes based upon race by regulating the popular composition of discrete judicial districts. What it has not regulated, however, is the number of judges assigned to each district. 1 " 5 Indeed, federal courts thus far have relied on the Supreme Court's decision in Wells in refusing to apply the one-person, one-vote principle to judicial elections. 10 6 This Note has argued that such reliance is misplaced, because the Court in Wells was not presented with discrimination based upon race; it simply considered the presumptively race-neutral allocation of judges within a state. The Note has also traced the history of the oneperson, one-vote principle, and determined that some of the earliest relevant cases extended the principle to cases involving racial discrimination. 107 These analyses suggest that courts considering racial discrimination claims should not simply defer to Wells, but should instead determine whether a separate standard applies to one-person, one-vote cases based upon race.
Regardless of judicial tenure and modes of selection, there probably will always be a residue of party-correlated judicial subjectivity so long as political parties are at least partly valueoriented and so long as court cases involve value-oriented controversies. Ultimately the problem becomes not how to remove this irreducible residue of judicial subjectivity, but rather what direction it take should [sic].
For a similar view, see Thompson, supra note 103, at 2062 ("As governors . . . come to view the bench as the area in which there [sic] partisan philosophies will be carried out over the long run by judges deciding cases to advance a political agenda, retention elections can become more and more partisan."). 
A. The Standard
This Note proposes that courts closely scrutinize discriminatory judicial election systems that violate the one-person, one-vote principle. This approach comports with the Fourteenth Amendment by guaranteeing the equal protection of the fundamental right to vote."" 8 Such a test would proceed along typical lines of a close scrutiny analysis in voting rights challenges: Judicial apportionment schemes that have "a real and appreciable impact on the exercise of the franchise . . . must be 'closely scrutinized' and found reasonably necessary to the accomplishment of legitimate state objectives in order to pass constitutional muster." 09 Under traditional equal protection analysis, claimants may not challenge a law simply because it adversely affects them; rather they must demonstrate the existence of intentional discrimination. 110 This requirement presumably also applies to challenges of judicial election schemes.' However, in the voting rights area, the Court has allowed proof of intent to be introduced through "indirect" evidence: "'Necessarily, an invidious discriminatory purpose may often be inferred from the totality of the relevant facts, including the fact, if it is true, that the law bears more heavily on one race than another.' "1 2 Indeed, in formulating the one-person, one-vote doctrine, the Supreme Court has emphasized the numerical discrepancies between districts rather than intent. The notion of discriminatory intent was not stressed in the Court's . In Rogers, the Court affirmed a district court's finding that voting officials conducted at-large elections for the invidious purpose of diluting black voting strength. The Court noted that although blacks constituted a majority in the challenged district, they constituted a distinct minority of registered voters. In addition, the existence of bloc voting along racial lines and the absence of black elected officials led the court to conclude that "[tihese facts bear heavily on the issue of purposeful discrimination." 458 U.S. at 623 (emphasis supplied).
votes of citizens living in other parts of the State." 1 3 Similar language appearing a few pages later in Lucas v. Forty-Fourth General Assembly 11 led Professor Tribe to write that "Lucas imposed upon the state the burden of justifying deviations from the equal population standard. The imposition of this burden was of singular practical importance, given the difficulty of proof and argument in matters so elusive as proper representation. ' 1 Essentially, plaintiffs challenging state apportionment schemes must demonstrate the existence of significant population disparities in order to maintain an action.'" Once this showing has been made, the state may present evidence-as a defense to disproportionate districting-that discrepancies are necessary in order to achieve a legitimate state goal. 11 Such evidence will not be dispositive if the announced goal does not necessitate the current level of deviation. ' Perhaps the most legitimate state objective served by malapportionment of elected judges is the importance of locating judges in areas where their services are required. To be sure, judges must "be conveniently located to those people whom they serve. Location, then, is one of many significant factors which the legislature may properly consider when carrying out its constitutional mandate to create an effective judicial system."" ' 9 Many courts relied upon this factor in dismissing one-person, one-vote claims in disputed judicial elections.' 2 Nonetheless, it is not clear that this factor should, without further analysis, be "found reasonably necessary" to achieve legitimate state ends in every district. Courts must ascertain in each case whether the speedy administration of justice requires the apportionment of more judges in jurisdictions predominantly composed of white citizens, instead of simply oper-ating under this assumption."' 1 This assessment becomes critical in jurisdictions predominantly composed of minorities who may face overcrowded dockets in their own districts. In order to deal with such dockets, courts may be compelled to limit the discovery process, or minorities may be forced to take their cases to other districts (assuming liberal venue requirements) to appear before judges chosen by an entirely different constituency."' All these measures substantially impair the certainty of justice for black citizens who reside in these unequal districts.
B. Why Close Scrutiny?
This Note advocates the adoption of a close scrutiny standard in oneperson, one-vote cases brought by plaintiffs alleging racial discrimination. It is primarily because of the importance of these elections to all citizens-and particularly to blacks-that courts should not simply defer to legislatively-created judicial districts.
Citizens are confined exclusively to the ballot box when exercising judgment over the selection of elected judges. 1 2 3 As a result, the right to cast a meaningful vote for these positions is particularly important in states where black voters are heavily concentrated in specific geographical areas but are outnumbered in the state as a whole. If election officials are allowed to allocate fewer judges to these areas, blacks will be able to exercise little influence over the process of judicial selection, even in areas where they comprise a supermajority of eligible voters. 1 24 Thus, the notion of close scrutiny is particularly appropriate because two fundamental rights are burdened: the right to vote, and the right of minorities not to be subjected to discrimination.
5
Furthermore, underrepresentation of blacks in judicial districts is especially troubling when considered within the framework of the legal profession. Even today, this country has relatively few black attorneys and 121. Courts must also determine whether the current level of deviation is required to achieve the speedy administration of justice. See supra note 118 and accompanying text.
122. Of course, burdensome litigation costs, including those caused by delay or venue changes, may also dissuade many from filing suits.
123. See Letter from Steve Suitts, Executive Director of the Southern Regional Council, to Professor Drew S. Days, III (June 28, 1988); cf United States v. Carolene Prods. Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152-53 n.4 (1938) ("[L]egislation which restricts those political processes which can ordinarily be expected to bring about repeal of undesirable legislation, is to be subjected to more exacting judicial scrutiny under the general prohibitions of the Fourteenth Amendment than are most other types of legislation.").
124. The presence of disproportionate judicial districts undermines the principle that each state court district, whether populated by white or black voters, is but one equal part of the whole state court system.
125. See L. TRIBE, supra note 12, § 16-6. All forms of gerrymandering and apportionment are subject to some level of scrutiny, but the Court has not applied close scrutiny to many of these cases. judges. 1 2 Some commentators have suggested that the lack of racial diversity in the legal profession has manifested itself in a system of laws that is unresponsive to the needs of minorities." 2 Adopting an electoral system that broadens the judicial base would help increase the judiciary's awareness of the needs of those historically disadvantaged by the legal profession and the law. 28 Conversely, if election officials are allowed to apportion fewer judges to predominantly black areas, blacks will be less able to elect judges most sensitive to their concerns.
The elective judicial system is also better served when judges comprise a cross-section of their communities. "A basic tenet of the American legal system is government of the people-all the people. Therefore, it seems reasonable to expect that those persons who are primarily responsible for making the legal system function-our lawyers and judges-represent a valid cross-section of all the people." 1 2 Broadening the composition of the bench is especially important because judicial background characteristics can affect fact-finding and sentencing decisions. 1 " Not surprisingly, blacks also participate in elections more frequently when their votes are counted equally. At least one study has confirmed that dilutionary elections, for example, lead systematically to a reduction in black political participation.' It is likely, therefore, that black partici-pation in the process of electing state judges will increase when blacks are allowed to cast meaningful ballots." 3 2
Finally, a diverse judiciary may lead to greater public confidence in the legal system, 1 " 3 especially among the poor and historically disadvantaged. Many of these citizens currently regard the American system of justice, from policeman to judge to warden, as a victimizer of minorities.1 3 4 Minorities will have more faith in the present system of justice if they are able to play a meaningful role in the electoral process. 135 
CONCLUSION
Courts should afford one-person, one-vote protections to citizens whose votes have been undervalued in judicial elections because of race. The adoption of a close scrutiny standard in these elections would comport with constitutional principles of antidiscrimination derived from the early one-person, one-vote cases. Such a standard would also close the loophole left in voting rights law by the recent pronouncements of two courts of appeals. If state judges are selected by popular election, each citizen must have an equal opportunity to cast a meaningful ballot. Otherwise, the disenfranchisement of individuals through judicial malapportionment will continue to vitiate the legitimacy of state judicial institutions.
